MCT survey (email dated Friday, May 21, 2021, 02:08:45 PM CDT)
1. What would be the best way to get you involved in this reform process?
(Select one)
Facebook
Band/MCT/delegation websites
Band newspaper
In-person/video conference
2. Should MCT be disbanded and each band to be recognized on their own?
(Select one)
Yes
No
3. Should we change the name of MCT to be more representative of us?
(Select one)
Yes
No
4. What do you think the standard for membership in the MCT should be?
(Select one)
Retain the current standard of ¼ Degree MCT Blood Quantum
Adopt descendant standard at MCT level with additional requirements at the band
level
Adopt descendant standard

5. TEC RESOLUTIONS: Please select resolutions you would vote for if MCT
retained a ¼ Degree Blood Quantum. (Select none or more)
Include verified First Nation Anishinabe blood (Resolution 31-15)
Include verified federally recognized Anishinabe/Ojibway/Chippewa blood
(Resolution 32-15)
Restore all individuals on the 1941 Base Roll to full-blood status (Draft
Resolution)
6. How should we determine who is on the TEC? (Select one)
Bands are required to have a Chairperson and a Secretary-Treasurer to serve on the
TEC as defined within the MCT constitutional statute
Each band decides what 2 people will serve on the TEC
7. Who should determine how a band governs itself? (Select one)
Keep band government as defined within the MCT constitutional statute
Each band governs itself at the band level (Band Constitutions), MCT concerns
itself with
inter-band affairs
8. Should we create more separation of powers, like the US? (Select one)
Yes
No
9. What should we do with absentee voting? (Select one)
keeping absentee voting as is
doing away with absentee voting
limiting absentee voting to those who cannot make it back to vote

10. Which of the Secretary of Interior roles should be delegated to newlyformed oversight bodies within the tribe? (Select one or more)
Approve/Deny appeal of enrollment rejection
Regulating the powers of the TEC & RBCs
Be advised by the TEC & RBCs about appropriation estimates and federal projects
Approve/Deny advancements of tribal credit from the US treasury
Approve/Deny the TEC’s and RBCs’ ability to borrow money, when required by
Federal statue
Approve/Deny TEC’s and RBCs’ ordinances for non-members and non-tribal
organizations
Approve/Deny bonding of tribal officials
Approve/Deny removal from office appeal
Approve and Call for special election for ratification
Call for special election for amendment or revocation of constitution.
Approve/Deny
amendments
Approve/Deny resolutions and ordinances by the TEC or RBCs
Inspect tribal accounts and conduct audits
11. Should Congress’ role in Majority voting and ability to revoke the
constitution be taken out of the constitution? (Select one)
1. Yes
2. No

